2000 silverado fuel pressure

No start symptom. Took the chevy dealer and they looked at it and said the fuel pump was bad
causing the low fuel pressure. I bought the truck home and change the pump. Changed the
filter. No luck. Changed the fuel regulator. Pulled line off filter and checked the pressure out of
the pump. Where do I go from here? I took the fuel and disconnected it from the rail. Then off
the out side of the filter. Wrapped a cheese cloth around the fuel line and blow compressed air
to back flush the fuel out thinking a line was clogged. I got a chunk of rust out about the size of
a broken pencil lead. Reattached everything. Then I got 56 psi at the rail. Still no luck 50 p Hello I
have a Chevy Silverado 5. I went ahead and dropped the pan changed the entire pick up tube as
Hello so recently last week I noticed my truck had dropped oil pressure a bit from 40 to about I
did some research and figured I should check the pick up o ring. So I dropped the pan and
found New: melling hv pump, tube ring, sender. Same after replacing. Mechanical guage
installed, same. Engine quiet at start, and after warmup. No ticks,clicks, pecks,knocks,nothing.
Engine milage unkno I'm currently at 52 psi on the fuel rail, changed out the Crank shaft
positioning sensor and double checked all the fuses. Cranks but It will not fire at all even
spraying starting fluid. Any ideas I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Low fuel
pressure on my Silverado 5. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo
optional. Related Questions. Start a new Chevrolet Silverado question. Sell Your Car Yourself
With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Chevrolet Silverado Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. New fuel
pressure regulator. Throttle body cleaning. Fuel injector cleaner additive. Used to start when
you touched the key and in 1 day it began to crank for a long time prior to starting. Turning key
fuel pump on and off times before cranking seems to help allot. Fuel pump was replaced during
tune-up at K. No notable vacuum leaks, pressure regulator replaced with no change. Mileage
has gotten considerably worse, especially when towing. No codes displayed at all. Any ideas
before I drop the tank again? Answer: The fact that this problem started all of a sudden, and the
turning of the key a few times to help it start does make me think a fuel pressure problem. It is
possible that the connector on top of the fuel pump assembly has a burned terminal. This would
cause low fuel pressure because of the high resistance in the fuel pump power feed circuit. That
would explain the hard starting, but not the poor economy. Suggest having fuel pressure
checked. Should be at least 55 PSI. Even lbs. This 5. This causes a hard start and also high idle
in cold ambient temperatures, as well as hesitation off idle and unstable idle when engine hot. I
would also check those Autolite spark plugs since they have been in there for about 30k miles.
Have seen many times non AC Delco plugs cause odd problems. This is a brand new pressure
regulator. I also noted that as soon as I shut off the engine the pressure on the gauge dropped
very rapidly.. Maybe the new regulator is bad? Maybe a leak in the system? Any thoughts on
this? Answer: Do this With pressure gauge on, turn key to RUN. Pressure should go to at least
55 psi and hold. Sounds like it will not hold. Check ball in fuel pump is stuck and allowing thew
fuel to bleed back, or maybe the tiny little O ring on the tip of the regulator rolled when installing
the part. Or the old O ring is still in there. Remove it and check the O ring. We use shut-off
valves to restrict the feed and return lines one at a time to determine which way the fuel is
draining back. Question: My Chevy Silverado that will not start unless i pour gas in the throttle
body. It has been sitting for about 8 months and prior to that there was no problems at all. I
have good fuel pressure with no bleed down. Answer: Does it start after pouring gas in throttle
and keep running fine? What is the fuel pressure? Yes after i pour gas in it it will run and drives
just fine with no missing or sputter or anything the pressure is 54 psi and it runs at around 50 to
52 PSI. This is the same exact pressure in my other truck with no problems and a new pump.
The truck only has miles on it. These trucks are very sensitive to fuel pressure at Key-On. A
little below 55 PSI and they wont start. With is sitting so long, the slightly low fuel pressure may
be aggravated by sticking fuel injector nozzles. I thought about that too but it runs perfectly
even driving down the road when you step on it there is no hesitation what so ever. If i had bad
injectors it seems there would be some kind of hiccups. I did have 1 code that said system too
lean bank one,but put on a computer and both 1 and 2 read the same. The injectors are no really
injectors, they are poppet nozzles. The reason these motors don't start with less that 55 psi is
that it is not enough pressure to pop them open. But, once running, they will run fine. It just
seems like 1 psi less shouldn't be a big deal, but i understand what you are saying. But maybe i
do have a bad 1 or maybe a couple poppets the are bad, but how can i tell without removing the
intake to get to the spider assembly? Most of the time it is not the injectors that cause the
problem, but a weak fuel pump or restricted filter. Try cycling the key a few times to see if the
pressure goes up a little. Questions Lists All chevy Models. Our Automotive Trivia Game-

Question 1 of 10 with 0 correct??? Q and A Main. How Things Work. One of the most common
issues with any vehicle, including the Chevy Silverado , is when it has fuel pressure regulator
issues. A bad fuel pressure regulator can cause all sorts of problems. Most modern vehicles
have the fuel pressure regulator mounted on the fuel rail. Some may be in the fuel pump
assembly, but this is rarely the case although it is happening more and more. If you think that
you may need a fuel pressure regulator for your Chevy Silverado, they are relatively affordable.
Fuel pressure regulators in general are easy to get to, although the difficulty reaching them will
vary by model year and the engine equipped. The symptoms of a bad fuel pressure regulator are
similar to a bad fuel pump or bad fuel filter. Keeping consistent pressure to the fuel injection
system is vital to the efficient operation of any engine. It properly controls the amount of fuel
entering the fuel injectors, intake, and combustion chamber. Think of it like a damn with a river
of fuel behind it. It also saves wear and tear on the injectors themselves. Too much fuel
pressure can ruin injectors. A bad fuel pressure regulator can put your Chevy Silverado out of
commission. Here are a few of the most common symptoms of a bad fuel pressure regulator:. If
you have most of the symptoms listed above, you may have a bad fuel pressure regulator. The
next step is going to be testing it to see if it holds pressure, and if so, the right amount of
pressure. Chevy Silverado Fuel Pressure Regulator Cost If you think that you may need a fuel
pressure regulator for your Chevy Silverado, they are relatively affordable. Here are a few of the
most common symptoms of a bad fuel pressure regulator: A Typical Fuel Pressure Regulator
Misfire â€” When the fuel pressure regulator fails, it can allow too much or too little fuel into the
engine. Either way, this wreaks havoc on the air fuel mixture. Leaking Fuel â€” If any of the
seals in the fuel pressure regulator fail, or if the diaphragm fails, raw fuel will begin to leak.
Decreased Fuel Economy â€” With the engine not running at optimal efficiency and potentially
dumping raw fuel fuel economy will definitely suffer. Conclusion If you have most of the
symptoms listed above, you may have a bad fuel pressure regulator. If there is anything that
you would like to add, please feel free to leave a comment below. Jul 5, 1. Messages: Likes
Received: 0. Jul 5, 2. Messages: 26, Likes Received: 6. Don't quote me on that tho I have a
Bosch for my LS1 and iirc that was what I had. Jul 6, 3. Messages: 14, Likes Received: Chilton I
have I have a 99 Tahoe, so I needed 2 manuals to cover the difference in year additions to the
99's and the "new to added to the later 99's" It says The E engines Z code run psi Jul 6, 4.
Messages: 7, Likes Received: I don't believe the 5. If you see the pressure dipping when getting
in the throttle you may want to check your fuel filter and begin planning on a fuel pump swap.
Jul 6, 5. Messages: 15, Likes Received: Jul 6, 6. Jul 6, 7. Jul 6, 8. Messages: 1, Likes Received:
7. Jul 6, 9. Jul 6, Only Saab X U. Only Supercede: This bulletin is being revised to add model
years and additional sources to the Top Tier Fuel Retailers list. This gasoline meets detergency
standards developed by six automotive companies. It meets new, voluntary deposit control
standards developed by six automotive companies that exceed the detergent requirements
imposed by the EPA. This is a voluntary program and not all fuel marketers will offer this
product. On the web, please visit The EPA requires that all gasoline sold in the U. However, the
requirement is minimal and in many cases, is not sufficient to keep engines clean. All six
corporations recognized the benefits to both the vehicle and the consumer. Also, joining
together emphasized that low detergency is an issue of concern to several automotive
companies. Clean engines help provide optimal fuel economy and performance and reduced
emissions. The carbon build up on the intake valve will give you the problem you are talking
about. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet.
Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes,
my password is: Forgot your password? A fuel pressure test gauge can easily be connected to
the fuel system to find out if the fuel pump is bad or not. A fuel pump will generally fail in one of
two ways. It'll either stop working completely producing no fuel pressure and cause an engine
no-start problem. Or the fuel pump will begin to fail and function only enough to start the
vehicle but the engine will not run optimally. In this case, the fuel pump produces only enough
fuel pressure to start the engine but not enough to drive the vehicle on the road. These are the
symptoms that you're going to see when the fuel pump has failed or is starting to fail:. As I
mentioned at the beginning, testing the fuel pump simply involves connecting the fuel pressure
test gauge to the fuel system. The fuel pressure test gauge connects to the Schrader valve
located on the fuel injector rail passenger side of the intake manifold. NOTE: If you don't have a
fuel pressure tester, you can run down to your local auto parts store and buy one there. Flex
fuel engines: PSI. Have your helper crank the engine while you observe the needle on the fuel
pressure tester gauge. CASE 1: The fuel pressure is within the indicated specification. CASE 2:
You got 0 psi fuel pressure. This test result lets you know that the fuel pump is defective and is
causing the engine to not start. Before you replace the fuel pump, make sure that the fuel pump
relay and fuel pump fuse are supplying power to the fuel pump when the engine is being

cranked. If battery power is available to the fuel pump, when cranking the engine, then you can
confidently conclude that the
2004 honda accord fuse diagram
2009 ford focus fuse box diagram
v10 dodge ram
fuel pump is defective and that it needs to be replaced. CASE 3: The fuel pressure was below
the indicated fuel pressure specification. This test result lets you know that even though the
fuel pump is supplying some fuel it's not supplying enough to have the engine run optimally. P
-What Does It Mean? All Tutorials: 4. I told her I was seeing a psychiatrist. Then she told me the
truth: that she was seeing a psychiatrist, two plumbers, and a bartender. This material may not
be reproduced without the author's consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small
commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your
purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you
solve the problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2. In this tutorial I'll explain how to do it in a
step-by-step way. Contents of this tutorial:. Applies To:. Chevrolet Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this
link or you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam.

